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ABSTRACT 
It is known that for every n x m matrix A with entries taken from the interval 
[0, I] and for every probability vector p_, there is a sparse probability vector q 
with only o((lnn)/s’) nonzero entries such that every component of the vector 
A q differs from every component of A p in absolute value by at most E. The - _ 
existence of such a vector is proved by a probabilistic argument. It has been an 
open problem whether there is an efficient, i.e. polynomial-time, deterministic 
algorithm which actually constructs such a vector q. We provide an algorithm 
which does so and which takes time polynomial in n,m, and l/~. The algorithm 
is based on the method of “pessimistic estimators” introduced by Raghavan. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], Althofer proved the following 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A = (a%.j) be an 
m columns over the real numbers with 0 
n x m matrix with n rows and 
la %,j < 1 for 1 < i < n and 
l<j<m. Letp=(Pl,... ,p,) be a probability vector (i.e., p, > 0 for 
l<iI:mand~~zlpi=l). 
Then for every real E > 0 there exists a probability vector 4 = (41, . , qm) 
with at most [(ln2n)/(2E2)1 nonze’ro entries such that A. q is “E-close” to - 
A.p, i.e., - 
aWPJ - 
3=1 
foreacha~{l,...,n}. 
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It should be noted that this theorem is useful provided (In n)/&” = 
o(m). This approximation result was crucial in some applications to ma- 
trix games, linear programming. computer cl~ess, and uniform sampling 
spaces; cf. [I]. A variant of van Neumamr’s hlin-Max Theorem, which is 
also related to Theorem 1.1, has been investigated by Lipton and Young 
[5] and Althofer. In [5], applications of this to complexity theory are given. 
For the proof of Theorem 1.1. probabilistic arguments were used. These 
yield only the existence of A sparse probability vector 9 with the desired 
properties. In [l] ‘t I was asked as it11 open problem whether there exists 
a fast, i.e. polynomial-time, det~erministic algorithm to construct such a 
vector (I. Here we give such a deterministic algorithm, which has polynomial - 
runriing time: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be an 11, x m matrix with real entries from the 
interval [O, 11, an.d let p be a probability vector, of length, m,. Let 0 < E 5 1. 
There exists a deter&k& n~qorithnr with running time O((nm ln n)/&“) 
which, constructs a probability vectorg with, at m.ost (2.93 In 4n)/E2 non,zero 
entries such that A q is ~-close to A p. - _ 
The sequential algorithm from Theorem 1.2 can easily be parallelized, 
yielding an NC algorithm for the approximation problem. 
Concerning the applications to matrix gmws, linear programming and 
others given in [I], Theorem 1.1 was the central tool. Thus, Theorem 
1.2 provides the corrcspondin, 0 efficient deterministic algorithms for these 
applications. 
2. A SKETCH OF THE PROBABILISTIC PR.OOF 
In order t,o keep this not,e self-contained and to indicate how our de- 
terministic algorithm will mimic t,he probabilistic existence proof for an 
appropriate sparse vector, we sketch in this section the probabilistic proof 
of Theorem 1.1 given in [l]. 
Let 0 I at,3 _ < 1 be the entries of the ‘/I, x m matrix A, and let 11 = _ 
(pi,. ,pm) be a probability vector. Let & > 0 be given. 
Set res = (resi, , res,) = A p. Then each entry res,:, 1 5 z 5 n. is 
- contained in the interval [0, 1). 
The probability vector p is used to define a random expcrimem which 
consists of r independent identicully distributed random variables X, with 
range {l,...,m}. 
For every i = 1, , r, let X, be defined by the fact that we choose 
X, = j with probability r)J for j = 1,. , m. The meaning behind this is 
that we choose one of the rows with the corresponding probability. Then 
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we count for each row j how often it has been chosen during our random 
experiment, i.e. count, := #{i 1 Xi = j}. The vector count is regarded as 
the outcome of our experiment. 
It is easy to see that the expected value of the kth component (A. count)k 
is equal to T resk. Large deviations of (A . count)k/r from resk become the 
more urllikely the larger one chooses r, i.e. the number of random variables, 
in this experiment. Using Hoeffding’s inequality, one can compute a number 
r t,o guarantee that there is at least one good outcome of our experiment, 
i.e. one where the vector count has the property that A. count/r is E-close 
to A p. It turns out that r can be chosen such that r = O((ln ~L)/E~). 
3. THE DETERMINISTIC CONSTRUCTION 
In this section we will give the proof of Theorem 1.2. Our construction 
is closely related to the probabilistic approach. We mimic the random 
experiment in such a way that in each round we compute deterministically 
how to choose X,. This strategy is based on the method of “pessimistic 
estimators” introduced by Raghavan [6]; see also Alon and Spencer [3]. 
For the purpose of a more closed presentation, we generalize the above 
experiment. Namely, we allow the probability distributions for the X, to be 
different for each i. This means that we associate with each X, its own prob- 
ability vector & = (&I, , !I,,,) for 1 5 i 5 r. Thus the probability that 
Xi = j is b,,, for 1 < i 5 r and 1 5 j 5 m. In this setting, the experiment 
used in the probabilistic proof can be described by b = JJ for 1 5 i 5 r. 
We call a probability distribution b, sharp if there ex%ts a j such that 
b,,, = 1. Let, us denote by el, the sharp distribution which has ek,r; = 1. 
The general idea behind our algorithm is as follows: We will give an up- 
per bound F(b, . , &-) for the probability that the outcome of the random 
experiment with the probability distributions PI,. . , b, is bad. 
This upper bound has two nice properties: 
(1) It is easy to compute. 
(2) We can easily find an integer k such that, F(s,b,. ,&) 5 F(h> 
02.. .&.). 
As the probability distributions 44 are assumed to be arbitrary, this means 
that st,ep by step, we can redefine our experiment, making the distributions 
sharp one after the other. We end up with a deterministic experiment where 
our bound gives a value which is at most the value of the bound we started 
with. If this latter bound is smaller than 1. we know that the probability 
that our deterministic experiment has a bad outcome must be smaller than 
1, i.e. it is 0. Hence, it has a good outcome. 
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Now we come to the details. We define n new random variables $,,, 
z = 1,. . , n, which depend on the X, by 
A = C az,s,. 
i=l 
Note that $I= corresponds to the value of the zth component in the vector 
A. count. For z = 1,. . , n, the expected value E[$,] of the random 
variable $,, is given by 
Notice that E[$,,] = T . res, if 4, = p for i = 1, . . , T. 
We want to achieve that each $, z = 1,. . , n, is contained in a certain 
interval [Low,, Upp,], where Low, and Upp, will be specified later. 
Let P, and Qz (we suppress the underlying probability distributions 
J&. . ,& in the notation) denote the probabilities that gz is larger than 
Upp, and that $J, is smaller than Low=, respectively. Recall Markov’s 
inequality, i.e., for every nonnegative random variable X and every real 
number a > 0 it is valid that 
E(X) Prob(X > a) < - 
a 
We infer for every t > 0 and every B > 1 that 
Prob(X > a) = Prob(Bt” 
Similarly, we obtain 
Prob(X < a) = Prob(B-t*Y 
> Bt”) < B-t”E(BtX). 
> B-t”) < BtaE(B-t”). 
Thus, the following inequalities hold for all real t > 0: 
P, := Prob[$, > Upp,] < B--tUI’I’= E[Bttiz], 
Qz := Prob[$,, < Low,] < BtL”“zE[B-t@‘z]. 
For motivation, let us remark that later on, we will choose t as some 
number between 0 and 1. By definition of $=, we have 
p, < B-tUl%E[@%X, Btad,.] 
= B-tUPP,EIBta=.,Yl]. . . E[B%X,], 
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where for the equality we have used that the X, are mutually independent. 
For each term E[Btaz “t], we have 
E]B t”z,“z] = b,,iB%l + + b&j%=‘, 
This yields the following inequality for P,: 
P, < B- tUppz (bl,lBt”z 1 + . . + bl,,Bt”=,~). . . 
:. (b,,lBtad + . + b,,,, Btaz.“’ ). 
The expression for Qz is similar-we only have to replace t by -t and Upp, 
by Low,. 
For cl = In B and c2 = (lnB)2/2 + [(lnB)3/6]B, we can estimate (see 
appendix: (a), (3)) 
Bta.,, I I + a,,,(c1t + c2t2), 
B-t%, 
I 1 + ar&-qt + czt”), 
which we plug into the upper bounds for P, and Qz. In doing so; we 
abbreviate the product terms in the upper bounds for P, respectively Qz by 
PT,(b,) := c b,,j[l + ~(clt + c2t2)] 
j=l 
QT,(b,) := F b,,j[l + a,,,(-c~t + c2t2)]. 
j=l 
For the failure probability W that there exists at least one z such that $J~ 
is not contained in the interval [Lowz, Upp,], we have W 5 C~=l(Pz + Qz); 
hence we infer that 
:= ~B~-tun~~lp~,(~l). PT,(~,) 
z=l 
+ 2 B ItLowzl QT,(b,)...QT,(b,). 
2=1 
We have used here the ceiling function in the exponents of B to simplify 
the implementation of the algorithm. For the same reason, we will later 
choose B = 2. 
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As 
we infer that 
PT&) = 1 + ~z,~(cit + c#), 
PT,(I,,) = -&,, PT&). 
j=l 
Using the corresponding idemit,& for QTZ, we obtain that 
F(h,, ,b,.) = 5 hJFkjlj,b2,. . ,b,). 
j=l 
Since br is a probability distribution, there is an integer k such that F(ek, 
bar.. ,bT) 5 F(bl,&, ,&.). This means that we only need to evaluate 
for each k, 1 5 k 5 m, the bound F(ek,b2,. >$,) and replace b, by the 
first e, such that 
Thus, the resulting new set of distributions has a failure bound which 
is not larger than the failure bound of the old set of distributions. Of 
course, we can apply this replacement procedure to every b, so that after T 
rounds, we are left with r sharp distributions. This gives the deterministic 
procedure provided we can find distributions b, , ,!I, and values for t and 
r such that the choices Low, = rres, - 7‘~ and Upp, = T res, + TE yield a 
failure bound F which is smaller than 1 in the beginning. 
4. BOUNDING THE PROBABILITY IN THE BEGINNING 
Clearly, the failure probability W should be smaller than 1 if we want 
to obtain a good outcome of our experiment. But this is not sufficient: 
according to our strategy we have to show that our failure bound F can be 
made smaller than 1 if r and t are chosen appropriately. We will do this in 
the following. 
It is near at hand to start with the set of distributions which was used in 
the existence proof, i.e. b, = . = b, = p. For this choice of distributions, _ 
the following holds: 
PT,(p) = Cpj (1 + (L~,J (clt + c2t2)) 
j=l 
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Again, for QT, the same bound holds with t replaced by -t: 
QT,(p) = 1 + (c2t2 - c1t) resz. - 
Pluggiug these into the failure bound F: we obtaiu that 
+CB rtLowzl [l + res, (cat2 - clt)lr 
Usiug the inequality 1 + .7: < cz = B”/‘*‘B and the fact, that 1 + 
res, (c2t2 - c1t) > 0 (see the appendix), we infer tl1at 
Wit,11 Upp, = 1‘ resz + 7’~ aud Low; = 1’ res, - TE, and as cl = In B, we 
have that 
n 
The last expression is smaller t,hau 1 for 
r. (q$) 111 B > ln(2Bn). 
If we choose t = ~111 B/(2c2) such that t < 1 (which holds for B > 2 
aud E 5 l), we see that 
I’ > ln(2Bn) 4cz ____. 
E2 (ln B)2 
ln(2Bn) = E2.4. (i+!!!g) 
(1) 
guitraut,ees that, our failure bound is snlaller thau 1 in the beginning. 
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For B = 2 the RHS of (1) is less than 
2.93 x ln(4n) 
&2 . 
This means that we have fourld a deterministic procedure which allows us 
to compute values for Xi,. , X, such that the vector II, = A count with 
count, = #{i 1 xi = j} . 1s ?-&-close to TB. This is guaranteed by our 
choices of Upp, and Low,. 
Thus, defining q := count/?. gives a probability vector q such that A . q 
is s-close to res =A . p. 
- - 
Looking at the waywe carried out our experiment, we find that in this 
vector, only 7‘ = 0((hi71)/s2) many entries are nonzero. Nonzero entries 
are multiples of l/r. 
5. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 
We assume that in our model of computation operations with real num- 
bers are possible. The reason for this assumption is that doing the corre- 
sponding calculations with finite precision is rather straightforward (as our 
estimates are robust), but these are quite lengthy and tedious. Therefore, 
for estimating the running time of our algorithm, we assume a uniform cost 
model, where each basic operation (addition, multiplication, exponentia- 
tion, and their inverses) takes one time unit. First we fix the values of t 
and T in constant time. Moreover, we compute the vector res = A p in 
time O(mn). During our algorithm we maintain T x n matrices PM %d 
QM which contain as entries the values of PT,(bi) and QT,@,), 1 < z 5 n 
and 1 5 i < 7’. In the beginning, we have b1 = . = b, = p. Using the en- 
tries of the vector E, we cm compute the value of each P!?,(p) or QT,(p) 
in constant time, and thus PM and QM can be computed in-time 0(&J. 
Moreover, we compute all products [PT,(p)]’ and [QT,(p)lr, 1 5 z 5 n, 
and store them in lists PL and QL. This can be done in time O(nr). Thus 
for this preprocessing we have a running time of O(n(r + m)). 
During our algorithm we update the entries of the matrices PM and 
QM and of the lists PL and QL after each round, once for fixed i some 
probability vector bi is replaced by some ck. Calculating the corresponding 
values PT,(e,) and QT,(p_,) 1 5 z 5 r~ takes time O(n), as e, is a sharp 
distribution. Using the entries of the lists PL and QL, we can calculate 
F&3!!,, . . ,b,) in time O(YL). Computing then, say, F@,,b,, ,&.) for 
j = 1,2, , m, the decision about the particular choice of the sharp distri- 
bution cJ takes time O(TL~), again by using the lists PL and QL [dividing 
the zth entry of PL by PT,@,) and then multiplying by PT,@), and sim- 
ilarly for QL]. As our algorithm consists of r rounds, we obtain an overall 
running time of O(r?lln) = O((nmln lr)/E’). 
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We remark that for each round of our deterministic algorithm there 
is obviously an NC algorithm for doing the corresponding computations. 
As the number of rounds needed to guarantee s-closeness is bounded by 
O((ln n)/&‘), this yields an NC algorithm for the approximation problem, 
provided that l/s is polylogarithmic in nm. 
6. FINAL REMARKS 
1). Bruck and Smolensky used in [4] a result very similar to Theorem 
1.1. Namely, they showed the following. Assume that the sequence (gn) of 
functions gn : (-1, +l}” -+ IR, which are representable as a linear combi- 
nation of parity functions, has polynomially bounded Li norm. Then the 
functions gn can be approximated by a linear combination of polynomially 
many parity functions. The proof was based on the central limit theorem. 
This result implies that there are depth-2 threshold circuits for computing 
such functions gn; cf. [4]. A n example is the addition of two binary num- 
bers. Meanwhile, methods have been found which yield in polynomial time 
the appropriate approximations for the addition function: see Alon and 
Bruck [a]. Our algorithm (Theorem 1.2) provides a constructive procedure 
for obtaining these approximations for every function with polynomially 
bounded Li norm in running time essentially 22n. Notice that in general 
the input size is already 2”. It would be interesting to know whether for 
some nontrivial classes of functions g,, our algorithm can be adapted in 
such a way that the running time is only O(n”) for some integer k. 
2). Young in an independent, concurrent work [7] gives an algorithm for 
finding sparse strategies for two-player zero-sum games given by a matrix 
A. Given E > 0, his algorithm finds a sparse distribution q such that - 
Thus, his strategy does not require an initial distribution p to be known, 
and controls deviations only in one direction, only for the largest entry. 
Contrary to this, our algorithm works for arbitrarily given distributions p 
and controls deviations from A p in both directions, for all coordinates. - - 
APPENDIX 
The Taylor formula states that for some 0 5 6 < 1, 
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For f(x) := B”, we have f(“)(z) = (In B)‘BZ. Applying Taylor’s for- 
mula for k = 2. we find that 
B” = 1 + (111 B)z + 2 (In B)“zz + (In B)3x3B6”. ~ 
6 
Assuming that 1x1 5 1 and B > 1, we obtain 
B” < 1 + (In B)z + ~ (1~~ W2:,:2 + (In B)3N2B6Z ~ 
2 6 
5 1 + (111 B)x + 2 (“’ B)2Z2 + (In B)3x2B. ~ 
6 
For cl = 111 B and c2 = (In B)2/2 + (In B)3B/6, this yields for 1x1 < 1 and 
B > 1 that B” < 1 + ~1% + c2z2. Therefore, 
Bt%, ( 1 + crtuz,z + c&z~,i 
I 1 + az,a(Crt + c2t2) (2) 
and 
B-taz,, < 1 + a,,$-crt + C#). (3) 
During the proof of Theorem 1.2, it is also needed that 1 + res, (c2t2 - 
crt) > 0 and that 1 + resz (c2t2 + crt) > 0. The second inequality is 
clearly fulfilled, as t > 0. The LHS of the first inequality is minimal for 
t = c1/(2c2). Thus, 
2 
1 + res, (c2t2 - crt) L 1 + res, ( > 2 2 
As res, E [0, 11, the RHS of this expression can only be negative or zero 
if -CT/(&) < -1, i.e. CT > 4~2. Since c: = (ln B)2 and 4cz > 2(ln B)2 for 
B > 1, this can never be fulfilled. Hence, we have 1 + res, (c2t2 - crt) > 0. 
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